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Plastic optics are often mass produced by injection, compression or injection-compression molding. Optical quality
molds can be directly machined in appropriate materials (tool steels, electroless nickel layers, aluminum, etc.), but
much greater cost efficiency can be achieved with electroformed mold inserts. Traditionally, electroforming of optical
quality mold inserts has been carried out in nickel, a material much softer than tool steels which, when hardened to
45-50 HRC usually exhibit high wear resista nce and l ong service life (h undreds of thousands of impressions per mold).
Despite their low har dness (<20 HR C), nickel molds are successful ly used to injection or compression m old Fresnel
lenses, retroreflective sheeting, conventional spheric and aspheric lenses, various diffr active surfaces, compact discs
and other products. However, electroformed nickel inserts usually allow to mold only tens of thousands of impressions
before they are scra pped due to wear or a ccidental damage. This dr awback prevented their wid er usage in general
plastic and optical mold making.
Efforts to improve mechanical characteristics of electroformed items resulted over the years in the introduction of
harder electroformable materials, notably nickel alloys. Nickel – Cobalt is known to have higher strength than pure
nickel, but higher internal deposit stress in most known alloy plating chemistries prevented their use for optical
electroforming where replicati on fidelity is of paramount importance. Recently, NiCoForm has developed a proprietary
Ni-Co electr oforming bath combining th e high str ength an d wear resistance of the a lloy with the low stress and high
replicat ion fidelity typical of pure nickel electroforming. This paper will outline the approa ch to electrofor ming of
optica l quality tool ing practiced by NiCoForm and presen t several exa mples of electr oformed NiColoy mold inserts.
To produce an el ectrofor med mol d insert, one must start wit h an optical original or mandrel. Mandrels for optical
electroforming range from diamond turned metal (copper, brass, aluminum) originals to geometries created in glass
or other non-meta llic materia ls including photoresist pattern s on var ious substrates. One unique advantage
electroforming has to offer is the ability to precisely replicate in a hard and wear resistant metal a pattern (for instance,
holograp hic) that can only be generated in a soft materia l such as photo resist. This is accomplished by first coating
the non-conductive mandrel su rface with a t hin layer of metal through ch emical or vacuum deposition . After
metalization, the mandrel is mounted in an electroforming fixture and a replica is creat ed by electrodeposition in a
suitable electr olyte. Anot her benefit of th is t echnol ogy is th e ability to replicate sequentially, thus producing
gener ation al ‘trees’ of m old in serts. And so, from a single ma ster a large number of identical m old in serts can be
created to inexpensively populate a multi- cavity mold and have spares available in case one needs to be replaced.
For an optical electroform to be usable, several requirements must be met: surface finish, dimensional tolerances and
flatness or radius of curvature have to closely match the original, sometimes within a few wavelengths. This can only
be accomplished if internal stresses in the electroformed layer are kept to a minimum. Internal stress in an
electrodeposit can be explained as the tendency of the deposited layer to either contract (tensile stress) or expand
(compr essive stress) relative to the substrate upon separation from it. Unless this tendency is minimized, the resulting
electroform will dimen siona lly devia te from the original. A number of factors determine the degree of internal str ess
in the electroformed layer. Those include rate of deposition, bath chemistry, additives and impurities, agitation. Realtime in tank stress monitoring is necessary to maintain a low level of deposit internal stress. Such t echniques h ave
been im plemented and perfect ed at NiCoForm assurin g the production of low stress Ni-Co alloy electroform s. Even
when average intern al stresses in an elect roform are kept close to zero, additional difficulties arise from uneven current
density distribution across the electroformed surface with protrusions attracting higher current densities. Such effects
are mitigated by the use of shields, bipolar anodes, current ‘thieves’ and other devices. To assure compositional
uniformity of the electroform, solution conditions must be controlled within a narr ow range –tem peratur e, flow rate,
filtration, pH and other parameters are regularly checked and adjusted . The alloy composition is maintained at the
desired level by a proprietary electronic controller.
Electroforms produced with the new NiC oloy™ process exhibit strength and wear characteristics comparable to
hardened sta inless and tool steel mold s. Th e alloy can be form ed with a hardn ess of up to 45 –50 HRC and a tensile

strength of up to 1,000 MPa. By varying the alloy composition and process conditions, a range of strength
chara cteristics from the ones list ed above down to those of pure electroformed nickel can be obtained. In ternal str ess
in the deposit can be maintained very close to zero or, if necessary, either slightly compressive or slightly tensile. In
certain instan ces, a minimally str essed electroform is ea sier to separ ate from th e mandr el than a stress-free on e. The
new alloy in its h igher strength cond ition has high elasticity and low plasticity, which sometimes causes cr ack
forma tion if the material is subjected to high bending or shearin g forces or temperatures in excess of 300 oC.
Nevertheless, with proper care thi s alloy can be easily mach ined – ground, turned, milled, drilled, tapped and
subsequently mounted in mold blocks.
Since their introduction, NiColoy™ electroforms have been successfully utilized in a number of projects and proven
the benefits of the alloy’s higher strength both in optical and non-optical applications. NiColoy™ mold inserts are
currently used to produce Fresnel lens arrays, diffraction gr atings, str uctured anti- reflective surfaces and other opticsrelated items. Non- optical app lication s of this techn ology include finely patterned foils such as ma sks, inkjet printer
nozzles and SMT stencil s, catheter tip-forming di es and selecti ve heavy plating followed by pr ecision mach ining for
mold component repair.

